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The Ford government is privatizing 
our public hospitals to for-profit
hospitals & clinics. 

They are letting the for-profit clinics
charge patients thousands of dollars. 

They are closing small & local hospital
emergency departments & urgent care.

They have underspent the health budget 
by $1.7 billion even while thousands of
nurses, doctors & health professionals
have left & our public operating rooms
sit idle much of the time.  

They're spending hundreds of millions
of public dollars privatizing our nurses 
& our hospital services.

They're giving new 30-year contracts 
& major expansions to the very worst
for-profit long-term care corporations.

The Ford government has chosen to move the date of the opening of the Legislature to Yom
Kippur, which will deprive observant members of the Jewish community of the opportunity 
to participate in this vital democratic event. 

The Ontario Health Coalition is organizing a second protest on September 26, the day after 
Yom Kippur, to enable Jews who spend Yom Kippur in synagogue to come to Queen's Park to
express their views to the government. Members of other faith communities will attend in
solidarity as well as members of the Legislative Assembly.

Let's make a major show of strength &Let's make a major show of strength &  
make it impossible for the Ford governmentmake it impossible for the Ford government  
to carry on unchallenged.to carry on unchallenged.    

If you care about the future of health careIf you care about the future of health care  
please make plans to be at Queen's Park onplease make plans to be at Queen's Park on
September 26.September 26.

      
 OntarioHealthCoalition@gmail.com
416-441-2502 

Are you coming?
Let us know if you are joining on Tuesday, September 26 by emailing
OntarioHealthCoalition@gmail.com 
Find more information at www.OntarioHealthCoalition.ca  



Our public hospitals are just that. They are ours. 
No one has a mandate to close or privatize them. If anything they should be more public...more democratic, with more resources to
provide care, restored elected public hospital boards, restored local services, more responsive to our communities. If we lose our
hospitals to for-profit companies it will be very difficult, if possible at all, to get them back. So, we fight for what is ours for generations
to come.

It took our communities more than 100 years toIt took our communities more than 100 years to
build our local public hospitals & public health care.build our local public hospitals & public health care.
We have spent years fundraising & volunteering to support our local public hospitals.
Now the Ford government is planning to take thousands of surgeries & diagnostic
tests out of our local public hospitals & privatize them to for-profit hospitals &
clinics… unless we stop them.

It is a It is a choicechoice by the Ford government not to fund & by the Ford government not to fund &
open the under-used operating rooms we alreadyopen the under-used operating rooms we already
have in our public hospitals.have in our public hospitals.
We don’t need to privatize. Operating rooms in our public hospitals are closed evenings,
weekends -- sometimes even permanently -- due to underfunding and understaffing.
Resourcing our public hospitals to keep open our operating rooms and diagnostics
would clear the backlog of patients waiting. 

For-profit hospitals & clinics take staff out of our local public hospitals making
shortages worse. They also take only take the fast, easy, profitable patients. They leave
the complicated surgeries, such as cancer care, and riskier patients (eg. those with
diabetes, are overweight, have COPD/heart arrhythmias etc.) to our public hospitals with
less funding & staff to provide care.

Health care shouldn't depend onHealth care shouldn't depend on  
how rich you are.how rich you are.  
For-profit clinics & hospitals routinely
charge patients thousands of dollars 
on top of OHIP for needed surgeries & tests.
This “extra-billing” is illegal under the
Canada Health Act which requires care 
to be provided without charge based on
medical need -- not how much money we
have -- & which bans extra-billing. 

For-profit clinics also take profits by
getting patients to pay for unneeded tests
& extras. Their prices are very high - often
up to five times higher than OHIP costs. 

The Ford government’s hospital privatization plan isThe Ford government’s hospital privatization plan is
a “take away” from our local public hospitals.a “take away” from our local public hospitals.

Ontario funds our public hospitals at the lowestOntario funds our public hospitals at the lowest
rate in Canada.rate in Canada.  
The Ford government has underspent the health care budget by billions even while
patients are waiting, our emergency departments & other vital services are closing,
and our nurses & hospital staff are leaving by the thousands due to overwork,
burnout & frustration. This follows years of underfunding. If the Ontario government
funded our health care even to the average of Canada, they could resolve the crisis. 

Because health care is about caring for people, not profit. 
Stop privatizing our public hospitals & other health care services,
Stop creating a crisis in our public hospitals by underfunding them, cutting and closing services, and trying to roll back wages of
nurses, health professionals & support staff,
Expand the use of existing ORs in our public hospitals that are closed much of the time due to understaffing and underfunding, and
Expand capacity in our public hospitals & restore closed services

Tell Doug Ford to:


